
20 June 2019

RE: OBJECTION to the proposed consent use for intensive feed farming on Portion 59
of Farm Roodefontein No 440, Bitou Municipality

Your reference: 18/59/440
Attention: Olwethu Yonke (email:oyonke@plett.gov.za)

Our details:
Land owner : Aurum Mykel Trust
Physical Address : Portion 58 of Farm Roodefontein No 440, Plettenberg Bay, 6600
Postal Address : PO Box 1901, Plettenberg Bay, 6600
Telephone number : 0845889282

Before we commence, we would like to state that we have not had an opportunity to view the
application and supporting documentation. We would like to record that once we have
obtained it, we might add to our current list of objections.

We would like to strongly object to the consent use for intensive feed farming on the
proposed property for the following reasons:

1. Inappropriate location
a. After a meeting with the municipal town planners recently, which was held to

understand what consent use they are willing to grant (Adel Stander), she
expressed the municipalities’ desire to promote tourism along the Plett Airport
Road (much how they have done with the Crags Meander). Many farm
owners, including ourselves, are involved with tourist related activities, and
have the vision to expand on this, as it brings a great income to the town.  We
fail to see how such industrialization will be allowed on road frontage, and
consider it detrimental to all tourist related activity in the area.

b. An industrialized farm at such a size should not be located in such close
proximity to such a dense population of people (Kranshoek residents), as well
as in such close proximity to a very large primary school. Our serious concern
of public safety is paramount, should there be an outbreak of related diseases
which can greatly harm the population of the local residents. We feel their
health and lives should be protected by the municipal decision makers.

c. According to the Department of Health, it was stated with the previous
construction of such facilities that “Housing will have to be between 500-800m
away from the chicken farm”. We fail to see how this was approved when
existing housing already existed within a closer proximity? The property which
has applied for consent use is most certainly not 500-800m away from us and
other existing housing and/ or guest accommodation, as well as the school.
Housing that has existed many years before its establishment.

2. Diseases and contamination
a. There are water sources that run through this property (contained currently by

a dam) which flows through our property, onto the neighbor’s property,
through the valley over numerous privately owned properties (many of which
are farming food), ultimately leading into the Plett lagoon. Our concern is that
should an outbreak occur, a great amount of risk to people, plants and
animals will be encountered.

b. Chickens are well documented for the detrimental diseases they carry,
namely Salmonella, Escherichia coli, the viruses that cause Avian Influenza,
and some encephalitis viruses. The surrounding community is at great risk for
such outbreaks, of which the municipality will be fully responsible for



approving such facilities within such close proximity to a high density of
humans, other livestock on surrounding farms, and an environment the
community does their utmost to keep clean and disease free. We cannot
understand how the municipality will even consider approving such facilities in
this area, let alone expansion thereof.

3. Property de-valuation
a. We greatly fear that the surrounding properties including our own will be

greatly de-valued in asset value due to such industrialized construction. Prior
to the 2017 fires, this intensive farm was screened behind a thicket of trees
which no longer exists. Not only is it a horrendous site to look at from across
the road, it makes for an unsightly building in the area to anyone who drives
past.

b. We strongly urge the owners to plant a fast growing indigenous plant and tree
hedge, to screen their existing unsightly buildings and promote a more tourist
and neighbor friendly appearance.

4. Smells
a. An increasing number of residents have been complaining loudly to the

smells emitted from the existing farming operation, to which no reply and
action to decrease has been taken by the owners. It is unbearable and is
worse than living next to an abattoir. The smells are frequent and are so
repulsive one cannot bear to be outdoors. We ask how tourists are expected
to tolerate such odours?

b. Should additional facilities be built and operations extended, the smells are
only going to compound themselves, driving land owners and tourists out the
area, which is grossly unfair.

5. Noise
a. Due to frequent load-shedding and power outages due to coastal weather

conditions, the sound of a very large generator that switches on automatically
for up to 2 hours 3 times a day, is serious noise pollution. The incredibly loud
droning generator sound is unbearable.

b. They greatly affect the land owners who are operating tourist accommodation
and other activities in the area, as it disturbs what is supposed to be a quiet
and peaceful part of Plett to reside in.

c. Logically, these sounds are going to be extremely exacerbated should
another facility be erected.

d. The owners need to take responsibility for the current noise pollution by
putting their generators in a sound proof room with the appropriate noise
silencers.

e. The constant noise of trucks and vehicles coming and going day and night is
also very disturbing. It is unreasonable for those in the area to be expected to
tolerate continuous disturbance through such high traffic. Should operations
increase, this too is going to become a compounded problem.

6. Legalities
With regards to the existing operation, from our understanding, the initial consent
was for a maximum of 6 warehouses. There are currently 9. We fail to understand
how these exceeded the maximum permitted? Who is monitoring and approving the
extensions of such facilities?



7. Previous residents
From previous history on file of previous residents who objected to the initial consent
use application in 2004 (Ken and Shirley Hirschberg), which the municipality should
have on record, we are aware of the following:

a. The operation was originally built and established in 2001 prior to municipal
approval

b. The operation was built and established prior to an environmental impact
study done

c. The single advertisement in the Knysna Plett Herald was published after
building had commenced

d. The objection from the above residents was ignored by the Bitou Municipality
according to the residents

e. Our current concerns are as follows:
i. It seems we have been the only neighbor who has received such a

notice to object. Why have the other direct property owners not been
directly notified?

ii. Objections were received and not responded to according to the land
owners (in 2004). Building commenced and was completed
regardless. It doesn’t seem there is any point to object if it is not taken
seriously into consideration and properly responded to. What recourse
do we have as property owners against the municipality?

8. Risk versus benefit
From what we understand, the farm is a highly automated process generating
substantial profits for the owners, offering very little employment to the community.
We fail to see how the extension of such facilities will benefit the community and the
town at large, and actually find such a development detrimental to the growth of the
local people and the town.

It is for these reasons above that we strongly oppose granting consent use of another facility
on the suggested property. Based on the history and the current realities of the existing
operation, expansion in such a direction is exacerbating the problems that have not to date
been dealt with in any effective way by the owners.

We expect full feedback and resolution with the above concerns.

Our rights remain strictly reserved.

Regards,
Ameet and Julia Prema
(On behalf of the Aurum Mykel Trust)


